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Intelligent Transport Systems Vintage Canada
My name is Grace, not "Kyle's little sister!" Having a good-
looking, friendly, outgoing older brother sucks—especially
when you're the total opposite, someone who likes staying
home and playing video games. Your parents like him
better (even if they deny it!), and everyone calls you
"Kyle's little sister" while looking disappointed that you're
not more like him. I was really hoping I'd get to go to a
different middle school, but no such luck. At least I have
my friends...until he finds a way to ruin that, too...! Argh!
What do I have to do to get out of his shadow?!
The Nuff Hyperion
Children's book with modern subject matter and exceptional artwork to
boost expressive language skills
Springtime Sewing David C Cook
Fred Bowen is back with more soccer action—and a
mystery—in his newest Sports Story, perfect for
fans of Mike Lupica and Tim Green. While soccer-
playing twins Aiden and Ava lead their teams to a
championship season, they try to solve the mystery
of their town's missing soccer trophy. Thirteen-
year-old twins Aiden and Ava and their good friend
Daniel, all avid soccer players, have just learned
their county league soccer trophy mysteriously
disappeared forty years ago from the town library.
It was never recovered. So between games and
practices for the town's soccer championships, the

three friends try to solve the case. But will these
amateur detectives be able to unravel the mystery
and find someone who had both motive and
opportunity to commit the crime? Will their teams
make it all the way to the championships? In this
story, Bowen tackles important topics like equal
recognition for women in sports. The afterword
provides more information about the real-life
disappearance of the original World Cup trophy.

Kittens Mini Penguin
"Small, cute, and full of life, kittens are a joy to watch.
At a young age kittens display a remarkable amount of
curiosity and intelligence. This BrownTrout 2004
calendar has captured kittens at their best.
Jamie Oliver's Food Escapes Fifth House Publishers
These 20+ cute and practical patterns are perfect for organizing and
brightening up your home. Time icons indicate how long each project
takes--an afternoon, day or weekend. With projects for the sewing room,
kitchen and gift-giving, this is a go-to collection for sewists of all skill
levels.Full-sized templates for appliquéSidebars included:Raw-Edge
Fusible AppliquéQuilting Basics
The Juggling Act Pergamon
Taking readers on a culinary adventure around the world, the
chef features recipes from six of his favorite countries, including
Spain, Morocco, and Sweden, that are authentic and infused
with incredible flavor.
Attract Mode: The Rise and Fall of Coin-Op Arcade Games
HarperCollins
When the world’s environmental woes get you down, turn to
Ecoholic – Canada’s best resource for practical tips and products
that help you do your part for the earth. You’ll get the dirt on what
not to buy and why, and the dish on great gifts, clothes, home
supplies and more. Based on the popular and authoritative
"Ecoholic" column that appears weekly in NOW, Ecoholic is a
cheeky and eye-opening guide to all of life’s greenest predicaments.
The Best Green Products For the home: cleaning and laundry

supplies, furniture, linens For renovations: flooring, paint, insulation,
carpets, cabinetry For the kitchen: cookware, appliances For your
body: cool clothes, jewellery, shoes, beauty care For baby: toys, cribs,
organic food, diapers For the garden: fertilizer, pest control, patio
furniture For the office: supplies, equipment, energy savings For your
pet: natural food, flea control, litter solutions For the fun of it:
sporting goods, camping equipment, holidays The Most Current
Information Avoiding toxins in the home Buying pesticide-free food
Sustainable seafood, meat and veggie choices Reducing energy and
water use Greening your love life Eco-tourism Keeping your home
and garden pest-free without harmful chemicals Green gift-giving and
ethical investing Choosing an environmentally friendly career The big
issues facing Canada and how to get involved The Most Helpful
Services Electronics and computer recyclers Alternative energy
suppliers Green general stores Local organic food delivery Incentives
and rebates for greening your home Local and national
environmental groups Household hazardous waste disposal Also
includes a city-by-city guide: Calgary, Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg
Kyle's Little Sister Rowman & Littlefield
INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES AND
APPLICATIONS This book provides a systematic overview of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), offering an insight into the reference
architectures developed within the main research projects. It delves into
each of the layers of such architectures, from physical to application layer,
describing the technological issues which are being currently faced by some
of the most important ITS research groups. The book concludes with some
end-user services and applications deployed by industrial partners. The
book is a well-balanced combination of academic contributions and
industrial applications in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems. It
includes the most representative technologies and research results achieved
by some of the most relevant research groups working on ITS, collated to
show the chances of generating industrial solutions to be deployed in real
transportation environments.
Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles Yen Press LLC
From their haunts in the shadowy corner of a bar, front and
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center at a convenience store, or reigning over a massive mall
installation bursting with light, sound, and action, arcade games
have been thrilling and addicting quarter-bearers of all ages ever
since Pong first lit up its paddles. Whether you wanted a few
minutes’ quick-twitch exhilaration or the taste of three-initial
immortality that came with topping the high score screen, you
could get it from the diverse range of space shooters, dot-eating
extravaganzas, quirky beat-’em-ups, and more that have
helped define pop culture for more than four decades. In Attract
Mode: The Rise and Fall of Coin-Op Arcade Games, author
Jamie Lendino celebrates both the biggest blockbusters (Pac-
Man, Star Wars: The Arcade Game) and the forgotten gems
(Phoenix, Star Castle) of the Golden Age of coin-op gaming, and
pulls back the curtain on the personalities and the
groundbreaking technologies that brought them to glitzy, color-
drenched life in the U.S., Japan, and all over the world. You’ll
start your journey exploring the electromechanical attractions
and pinball games of the early 20th century. Next, you’ll meet
the earliest innovators, who used college computers and untested
electronics to outline the possibilities of the emerging form, and
discover the surprising history behind the towering megahits
from Nintendo, Sega, and others that still inform gaming today.
Then you’ll witness the devastating crash that almost ended it
all—and the rebirth no one expected. Whether you prefer the
white-knuckle gameplay of Robotron: 2084, the barrel-jumping
whimsy of Donkey Kong, or the stunning graphics and
animation of Dragon’s Lair, Attract Mode will transport you
back to the heyday of arcade games and let you relive—or
experience for the first time—the unique magic that transformed
entertainment forever.
Ecoholic Building Block Press
Dry Lips Oughta Move to Kapuskasing tells another story of the mythical
Wasaychigan Hill Indian Reserve, also the setting for Tomson Highway's
award winning play The Rez Sisters. Wherein The Rez Sisters the focus
was on seven Wasy" women and the game of bingo, Dry Lips Oughta
Move to Kapuskasing features seven "Wasy" men and the game of hockey.
It is a fast-paced story of tragedy, comedy, and hope.
Dry Lips Oughta Move to Kapuskasing Steel Gear Press
The author critically examines media coverage since September 11th. He
analyzes what has been covered and left out in news coverage of the
terrorist attacks and their aftermath. The result is a scathing account of
how the media has become a megaphone forthe US military ant its war on
terror.
Christmas, Here I Come! John Wiley & Sons

Celebrate Christmas with a collection of funny and festive poems from
the author of the hugely popular Kindergarten, Here I Come! It's the
most wonderful time of the year, and everyone is getting into the
Christmas spirit! From writing letters to Santa to picking the perfect
tree, these heartwarming poems -- plus a page of stickers! -- from
author D. J. Steinberg are sure to delight even the most sullen
Scrooge.
Hungry City Annie's Wholesale
Through a series of adventures, a unicorn with a broken horn
discovers the truth about herself and what it means to be
enough... or a NUFF. The mission of the book is to inspire girls
everywhere to know that they are enough. Ultimately, The Nuff
learns that her confidence is not derived from what she does, but
from who she already is.
Soccer Trophy Mystery Holiday House
Lunch is reserved for meetings, technology makes us available
anytime, anywhere-and somewhere along the way 9-to-5
morphed into 24/7, and technology makes us available anytime,
anywhere. Our demanding schedules crowd out what matters
most: family, friends, even our faith. Although it may feel like
you're living under the Big Top, take heart. You don't have to
be a circus professional to keep all the plates spinning. Pat
Gelsinger understands this challenge. As a prominent executive
in the Silicon Valley, Pat struggled to juggle* a thriving career
with his family. Pat's pursuit of balance led him to dynamic
truths that revolutionized his approach to life. The Juggling Act
shares Pat's time-tested wisdom for keeping your life in
perspective. This updated and expanded revision (formerly
Balancing Your Family, Faith & Work) details the guidelines for
balanced living, with insights on: ‧ Prioritizing your work,
family, and God ‧ Developing a personal mission statement ‧
Becoming an effective employee ‧ Creating a support system
‧ Sharing your faith in the workplace Take a meeting with The
Juggling Act. And get your professional-and personal-life on the
fast track to success.
Hoo Hoo Who?
'Cities cover just 2% of the world’s surface, but consume 75% of the
world’s resources’. The relationship between food and cities is
fundamental to our everyday lives. Food shapes cities and through them it
moulds us - along with the countryside that feeds us. Yet few of us are
conscious of the process and we rarely stop to wonder how food reaches
our plates. Hungry City examines the way in which modern food
production has damaged the balance of human existence, and reveals that
we have yet to resolve a centuries-old dilemma - one which holds the key to

a host of current problems, from obesity and the inexorable rise of the
supermarkets, to the destruction of the natural world. Original, inspiring
and written with infectious enthusiasm and belief, Hungry City illuminates
an issue that is fundamental to us all.
Media Wars
NATIONAL BESTSELLER. The first in the Kopps Sisters Novel
Series, Girl Waits with Gun is an enthralling novel based on the
forgotten true story of one of the nation’s first female deputy
sheriffs. Constance Kopp doesn’t quite fit the mold. She towers
over most men, has no interest in marriage or domestic affairs, and
has been isolated from the world since a family secret sent her and
her sisters into hiding fifteen years ago. One day a belligerent and
powerful silk factory owner runs down their buggy, and a dispute
over damages turns into a war of bricks, bullets, and threats as he
unleashes his gang on their family farm. When the sheriff enlists her
help in convicting the men, Constance is forced to confront her past
and defend her family — and she does it in a way that few women of
1914 would have dared. A New York Times Editors' Choice “A
smart, romping adventure, featuring some of the most memorable
and powerful female characters I've seen in print for a long time. I
loved every page as I followed the Kopp sisters through a too-good-to-
be-true (but mostly true!) tale of violence, courage, stubbornness, and
resourcefulness.”—Elizabeth Gilbert
Cruise Control-CC
There is an increasing range of applications in which a robot has to operate
in large unstructured and uncertain environments - including military cross
country missions, fire fighting, construction, nuclear plant inspections,
inspecting and repairing subsea structures, assembling space stations, as
well as in intelligent automobiles. Uncertainty dominates the problem
domain for intelligent autonomous vehicles (IAVs) through sensing the
environment and vehicle state, interpreting the data, assessing the situation,
adapting to changes in the environment or tasking, replanning, navigation
and piloting. IFAC, recognising the industrial, technical and economic
significance of IAV research, established an International Working Party to
promote research and dissemination of results in IAV systems. The IAV-93
Southampton Workshop and these resulting proceedings exemplify the
vitality and significant progress made by leading IAV researchers
worldwide.
Girl Waits With Gun
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